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NEW QUESTION: 1
What does XMD stand for?

A. Create a JSON
B. Configuring unsupported fields
C. Lenses Dataset Fields
D. Extended Metadata
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
FTP uses TCP port 21. Telnet uses port 23.
SSH uses TCP port 22.
All protocols encrypted by SSH, including SFTP, SHTTP, SCP,
SExec, and slogin, also use TCP port 22. Secure Copy Protocol
(SCP) is a secure file-transfer facility based on SSH and
Remote Copy Protocol (RCP).
Secure FTP (SFTP) is a secured alternative to standard File
Transfer Protocol (FTP). SMTP uses TCP port 25.
Port 69 is used by TFTP.
SNMP makes use of UDP ports 161 and 162.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario: A NetScaler Engineer retrieves the following
configuration from support and enters it into the command-line
interface:
add rewrite action remove_server_header delete_http_header
Server
add rewrite policy RP_remove_srv_header "HTTP.REQ.IS_VALID
&amp;&amp;
!CLIENT.IP.SRC.IN_SUBNET(172.16.0.0/16)" remove_server_header
bind lb vserver lb_vsrv -policyName RP_remove_srv_header
-priority 100 - gotoPriorityExpression END -type REQUEST The
immediate effect of this configuration is that it will
__________ the server header in the
__________ if the request is coming from a network other than
172.16.0.0/16. (Choose the correct set of options to complete
the sentence.)
A. remove; response
B. keep; response
C. keep; request
D. remove; request
Answer: A
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